
Geometry Playground Activity 
The Perfect Triangle 

Tools you will be using: point, circle, intersection, distance, angle, dragging a point or space  

The queen likes perfect shapes. She tells Pi that she would like three entrances to the 
ant colony to make the points of a perfect triangle. A perfect triangle to her means 
that no matter which entrance she is at the other two should look the same distance 
away from her and from each other. Pi thinks a little and decides that must mean 
circles of the same radius from each entrance would touch the other two entrances. 
He asks how far apart the entrances should be and she replies “You decide”.  

Pi worries about getting it wrong but decides all that matters is that he needs to be able to see the 
entrances from whichever one he is at and they can’t be too close. He picks a distance and goes 
to work.  

Your turn: pick your distance and create the perfect triangle.  

Euclidean Geometry:  

Place your first two entrances with the point tool and draw the circles centered at each 
one that will touch the other. Where should the third entrance be? Do you have a choice? 
To intersect two circles, use the x button and highlight the two circles with your mouse. 
Use the segment tool to create segments between your entrances. Measure the three 
angles at each vertex between the segments, creating the edges of the triangle. Are the 
three angles all the same? Did you expect that? If you move the vertices further apart do 
the angles change? Make a table of distance versus angle. Do at least four distances. 
What’s your conclusion and how do you know it is correct?  

Spherical Geometry: 

Using the Sphere Model, again place your first two entrances with the point tool and 
draw the circles centered at each one that will touch the other. Where should the third 
entrance be? Use the segment tool to create segments between your entrances. Measure 
the three angles at each vertex between the segments, creating the edges of the triangle. 
Be careful to choose the correct angle because you get two options, acute or obtuse. Are 
the three angles all the same? Did you expect that? If you move the vertices further apart 
do the angles change? Make a table of distance versus angle. Do at least four distances. If 
there is odd behavior try and find extremes – what happens for very small distances? 
What happens for “big” distances? Is there a biggest triangle? Can you create two perfect 
triangles with the same distance between vertices but with a different angle? Why or why 
not? Is there a relationship between distance and angle? How do perfect triangles in 
Spherical geometry compare to perfect triangles in Euclidean geometry? What should Pi 
keep in mind when choosing the distance?  



Take a look at your perfect triangles in the other Plane and Mercator models. Does that 
give you more insight into the triangles or into the models?  

Hyperbolic Geometry:  

Again place your first two entrances and draw the circles centered at each one that will 
touch the other. Where should the third entrance be? Use the segment tool to create 
segments between your entrances. Measure the three angles at each vertex between the 
segments creating the edges of the triangle. Be careful to choose the correct angle 
because you get two options, acute or obtuse. Are the three angles all the same?  

If you move an intersection point the whole picture should move with it. Check the 
distances and angles. Did they change? Does the triangle still look the same to your 
Euclidean eyes?  

Now move one of the original two vertices. This will allow you to change the distances. 
Do the distances of the three sides remain equal? Do the angles at the vertices remain 
equal? Why or why not? Give a geometric argument.  

Make a table of distance versus angle. Do at least four distances. If there is odd behavior 
try and find extremes – what happens for very small distances? What happens for “big” 
distances? Is there a biggest triangle? Can you create two perfect triangles with the same 
distance between vertices but with a different angle? Why or why not? Is there a 
relationship between distance and angle? Is there a smallest angle perfect triangle? If so 
sketch it, if not why not?  

What’s the strangest perfect triangle that you can make in the upper half space? Sketch it. 
What makes it strange to your Euclidean eyes? [Note: If you’re not in the upper half 
space model already, just choose it. If your triangle doesn’t show up and you can’t find it 
by moving space around, then you may want to construct one from the beginning and 
start moving its vertices.]  

 


